English
This term, in English, there will be a particular
focus on Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar.

Maths
This term in Maths, we will be looking at Measurement
and Statistics.

Throughout this term, we will have a narrative
focus. We will be planning and writing our own
imaginative stories.

In measurement we will be focusing on measuring
lengths, heights, mass, weight, capacity and volume. We
will also look at monetary values.

As well as this, we will continue to read a class
story for pleasure, as well as keeping up with
daily reading and spellings on a Friday.

In statistics we will be focusing on interpreting and
constructing a range of different charts and graphs.

Topic
Our topic for the term is changes in living
memory from the stone age to the iron age.

In Summer 2, we will look at geographical
similarities and differences through studying
human and physical geography.

Music
In Music this term, pupils be learning to
play the recorder. They will learn to play
each of the notes that will lead to being
able to play a variety of songs. They will
also build on their reading of music,
learning where each note sits on the stave.

Term 4: we will be focusing on seasonal changes
and exploring how that looks in the environment
around us. We will also look at the different types
of rocks and their properties.

Religious Education
This term, we will be learning about Islam.
This will focus on Islamic beliefs, places of
worship and special festivals that take
place in the Islamic religion. We will learn
about who Muhammed is, the Five Pillars
of Islam and what a pilgrimage is.

In Summer 1, we will learn about the History
of the Stone Age to Iron Age, as well as
looking at artefacts, jobs and homes from
that time.

We will also continue Swimming, Forest
School, Reaching Thru Music and Horse
Riding (Y6s).

Science
Term 3: we will be learning about plants, including
the life cycle of a plant and labelling parts of a
plant. We will also be taking part in a range of
experiments and planting our own plants in Forest
School.

Art/DT/Food
Art:
We will be looking at stone age art,
experimenting with new techniques, such as
sketching, painting and sculpting while using a
range of different materials.
DT:
We will be making our own stone age homes.
This will include researching stone age homes,
testing waterproof materials and then making
the homes using a range of stone age inspired
materials.
Food:
This term in Food, we will be focusing on ‘food
tasting’, tasting a range of different food and
ingredients.

PE
This term in PE, we will be
learning about adaptive
sports. This will include
boccia, new age curling
and indoor archery. It will
be the introduction to the
semi-competitive sport for
all of the pupils where they
will learn about the value of
working together and
teamwork in a fun and safe
environment.

Personal and Social
Development
In Term 3, we will be learning
about self-care, support and
safety. This will include; how
we take care of ourselves,
keeping safe online and who
we can trust.
In Term 4, we will be learning
about how our bodies
change and grow and what
this means as we get older.
There will also be a focus on
transition to Secondary or
our new classes.

